L-Mini
LMINI
The L-Mini is a tension banner stand, perfect for any table top message and display.

features and benefits:
- Table top tension banner stand
- Adhesive rail
- Anodized silver finish

- Hardware and graphics pack into and ship in
one tube
- One year warranty against manufacturer
defects

dimensions:
Hardware

Graphic

Assembled unit:
14.25”w x 26.875”h x 6”d
362mm(w) x 683mm(h) x 152mm(d)

Visible dimensions:
14.25”w x 26.875”h
362mm(w) x 683mm(h)
Unless hardware is only ordered, graphic will
already be applied to top and bottom rails
Do not remove extra length on graphic
Always pack graphic printed side out

Shipping
Shipping dimensions - ships in one tube
15.75”l x 1.96”w
400mm(l) x 50mm(w)
Approximate shipping weight:
5lbs/2kg

additional information:
Graphic materials:
13 oz flatmaxx vinyl or 7 oz cotton
We are continually improving and modifying our product range and reserve the right to vary the specifications
without prior notice. All dimensions and weights quoted are approximate and we accept no responsibility for
variance. E&OE. See Graphic Templates for graphic bleed specifications.
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Refer to related graphic template for more
information

Set-Up

Slide the narrow end of base into
the botom of the graphic rail
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Insert the tension pole into the base
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Insert the top part of the tension
pole into the indented section of
the top of the graphic rail
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Wrap top of graphic
around top rail adhesive
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Peel protective film from adhesive tape
on bottom rail
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Place graphic in packing tube
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Gently shake tube to loosen
rolled graphic
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Stand banner upright
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Graphic attachment

Peel protective film from adhesive
tape on top rail

Wrap top of graphic around bottom
rail adhesive
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Place base and pole into center of
rolled graphic
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Packing Solution

Roll graphic with printed side out
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